
We are nearing the end of the first month of spring and there certainly is a hint of winter still in the air. 

Some pretty average weather, strong coastal winds and the occasional Cape Paterson squall (with some 

hail) has certainly curtailed photo expeditions, but there has still been lots to observe … and ponder. 

Oh, and throw an earthquake into the mix as well! Early season nesting has begun both with land based 

birds and those very hardy ones down on the exposed surf beaches and rocky platforms, but the weath-

er may have interrupted some start-ups. Notable observations are the start of the Hooded Plover breeding 

season, the subdued territorial behavior of our local Australian Magpie and Masked Lapwing pair over the 

past week, and some inquisitive Eastern Rosella behavior at the creek line nesting box. The Galah  flock 

has thinned out in numbers, the tiny Silvereyes have returned for summer, the stunning call of the Olive 

Whistler is emanating from the coastal scrub, and three species of Cormorant have been flying about the 

estate. Wombats are emerging in number from the coastal scrub at dusk and a pod of Common Dolphin 

were seen off 2nd Surf along with a report of a dead Australian Fur Seal  near the Cape headland.  The 

calls of the Verreaux’s Frog in Joe Spano’s backyard pond must have worked—he has a bunch of tad-

poles now, and our local nightly Verreaux’s calls have been replaced by the those of the distinctive Brown 

Tree Frog. There are also early sightings of the Lowland Copperhead snake around the central wetlands and 

the F Break Track. 

The rhythm of  life ...and a ‘wobbly’ moment! 
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Darcy … take two! 
I have been busy in the garden over the last week prepar-

ing for the summer vegetable patch and realised I had not 

been swooped by Darcy the territorial magpie! What was 

going on? Then I noticed ‘Mrs Darcy’ was flying around 

and not at the nest where I expected her to be. So, I am 

guessing their first nesting attempt has failed (possibly in 

some of the bad weather) and they are trying again to re-

build and start another clutch. Darcy has also been in fran-

tic flight after the ‘missus” and has been very protective of 

her. Meanwhile, SOD (Son of Darcy) continues to warble 

to himself and chases the occasional intruder away (is he 

learning the skill?) 

So I thought I might have a reprieve for a little while from 

the swooping. Not so, as late Thursday, while I was getting 

a few pictures while he was nearby in the garden … Darcy 

attacked me once. He then perched on my stag (picture 

left) and we stared at each other in a Mexican stand-off for 

about 15 minutes. He finally flew away when he saw some 

movement from the “missus” some distance away. 

PS. Mrs Darcy was seen collecting nesting material yester-

day morning. My guess could be right! 

Above: Darcy in the stag during the stand-off. How could you 

not love this beautiful and intelligent bird! 
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Introducing YW … the Hooded Plover 
Hooded Plover breeding season is ramping up. Two nesting areas have now been roped off—one near The Cape at the 2nd Surf 

Beach ‘blowout’ at the base of the big dune and another at ‘Pea Creek’ between the Bay Beach and Undertow Bay, both popular 

nesting sites on this part of the coast. The blowout has a pair that have been creating a number of nest scrapes but are yet to select a 

site and lay eggs. The Pea Creek pair, including one reportedly tagged as YW, have a nest already with three eggs. A local Hoodie 

volunteer told me that YW is a frequent user of this sight in breeding season. A couple of years back, I managed to get a few nice 

pictures of YW out of breeding season, and I thought it would be nice to share them with you and try to follow the pairs journey 

this season to get an understanding of what they have to go through to achieve breeding success. We will follow the progress of the 

other pair at the ‘blowout’ as well if they successfully establish a nest! 

Some Hoodie facts: 

• Estimated 2500 Hoodies in south east Aus-

tralia 

• 60 left in NSW (critically endangered) 

• 700 left in Victoria (vulnerable) 

• 1000 in Tasmania and 800 in South Australia 

• A Hoodie egg has a 23% chance of survival 

• A hatched chick has a 20% chance of survival 

• A fledged bird has a 62% chance of survival 

• An adult has a 91% chance of survival 

 

An egg has a 2.5% chance of  

reaching an adult! 

YW and partner’s journey to success: 

• The three eggs (a typical clutch size) would have been laid over 

six days (one every two days). The eggs are about the size of a 

20 cent piece (remember them!) and are very well camouflaged. 

• The eggs hatch all at once and takes 28 days.  

• After hatching, the birds are a “fluff ball” about 1/3 size of an 

adult for the first 10 days. They are up and about within hours 

and need to feed themselves! The adults will brood them. 

• From 11-20 days the chicks become more mobile and reach 

about 1/2 adult size (see photo below). 

• From 21-35 days the chicks grow into adult size—there first 

flight is about 10 m in length. 

• The birds fledge (when they can fly about 100m ) after 35 days. 

The threats to YW and partner’s success: 

• Natural threats such as other bird predators, 

feral animals, habitat loss and very high tides. 

• Manageable threats such as human behaviour 

(entering nesting areas, standing on eggs and 

keeping adults away from the nest) and en-

croachment of nest areas by off-leash dogs. 



A lovely rescue story ... 
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Late afternoon on the 14th August last year, a female Eastern Grey Kangaroo was found dead near the central wetland complex with a 

young joey still alive in the pouch. The joey weighed 3.8 kg and was comfortable within the pouch but would have died if left unat-

tended. A local Wildlife Rescuer from Wildlife Victoria supported by a couple residents of The Cape managed to retrieve the joey 

safely and it was taken to local care. Soon after, the joey was moved to a kangaroo refuge shelter nearby and has been cared for 

since with other orphaned joeys. Good news was received yesterday that the joey is now a healthy 15 kg juvenile and is to be re-

leased back in the ‘wild’ with 16 other kangaroos it has been raised with in the coming months. Big thanks to the rescuers and carers 

and to those in The Cape community who donated money to help support the shelter that looked after the joey. It was worth the 

effort! 

Above: Joey has grown into a lovely female about this size. 

Above: The rescue effort last year. 

A doughnut day ... 
Last Saturday- a cool, windy day—The 

Cape ‘snipers’ conducted the first survey 

of the season for the cryptic Latham’s 

Snipe. After trudging through the wet-

lands and ‘bogs’ in our gumboots over a 

two hour period, we came up with a big 

fat zero.  Never mind, we all had fun! 

The result is not surprising, it is early in 

the season, and although they have been 

observed in other parts of south east 

Australia, our early counts have been low. 

We are more likely to start seeing them 

from October on through to February.  

Just a recap—these remarkable birds 

migrate from their breeding grounds in 

northern Japan in a 10000 km journey, 

usually as a one-stop flight, and spend the 

warmer months in Australia—including 

The Cape—to fatten up for the return 

journey. 

Thanks to fellow snipers Gabi, Helen, 

Robyn W, and Joe for their continued 

efforts in surveying these birds. Oh, and 

Jeannie for the coffee and muffins after-

wards! No doughnuts. 



Bird chatterings ... 
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We are building up to the peak bird season at The Cape—

October is usually pretty busy. The flowering Swamp Melaleu-

ca is in full bloom, the capeweed is starting to flower, the old 

Manna Gums will flower soon, invertebrate activity is on the 

rise—all signs of feeding frenzy in the coming weeks. 

The beautiful songster but rarely seen Olive Whistler has been 

reported (thanks Joe S and Robyn W) around the exit track 

to 2nd Surf and the track to the beach. This bird has stun-

ning vocals. Joe and I managed to see it last year and get 

some nice photos (right). It is a migrant bird arriving for the 

spring/summer. Other migrants that have been heard and 

seen include Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike, Fan-tailed Cuckoo and 

the Horesefield’s Bronze-cuckoo.  

The remarkable little Silvereye have begun to arrive—they will be very 

active over the warmer months. We have two sub-species here—

westernensis and lateralis– the latter a migrant from Tasmania. Can you 

believe this little bird flies over Bass Strait to get here—hope it picks 

its days right, otherwise it would be blown off course. They only 

weigh about 10 g! 

Apart from the Hooded Plover, along our beaches, we have two other 

nesting shorebirds seen nearby—the Red-capped Plover and the Sooty 

Oystercatcher (pictured bottom right). Resident Glenn S reported a pair 

of ‘Sooties’ on the rocks near F Break during the week. These birds 

are near-threatened and face many of the threats of the Hoodie– they 

tend to nest on rocky platforms. 

The wild weather has brought some of our local Cormorant species 

inland to check out the wetlands and creek line. While normally fo-

cussed on the coast, they do occasionally venture a little inland to 

feed and rest. Over the past week, I have observed Great, Pied and 

Little Pied Cormorants in and about The Cape. 

Great Cormorant 

Pied Cormorant Little Pied 



Kangaroo munchies ... 
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Eastern Grey Kangaroos just love munching on grass … Here are some 

of my favourites from around The Cape. 

Common Dolphins off  2nd Surf  ... Thanks to resident Richard K for 

reporting the sighting of a Dolphin 

pod off 2nd Surf last week. Dolphin 

sightings are not uncommon along 

our stretch of coast. Our local dol-

phin species is the Common Dolphin.  

They are best seen from a high van-

tage point, as they are generally a way 

out. Watch for  signs of seabirds  

feeding in numbers off shore by 

plunge diving (eg Gannets and Terns) 

and it is possible a pod might be 

amongst the mayhem. 

I took this photo (right) last year off 

the Bunurong Coast  on a 

whale/dolphin watching cruise. 



Email: dwhartney@bigpond.com 

The Cape is on the traditional land of the 

Bunurong people 

Nature Observations around 
The Cape 

The Cape Chatter blog is a periodic newsletter produced 

by resident of The Cape, David Hartney. You can sub-

scribe to receive it automatically by email by visiting  

https://capechatter.com and signing up. The website also 

contains all sorts of nature information and pictures of the 

ecology, flora and fauna at The Cape. 

All photos shown in Cape Chatter are taken by David 

Hartney unless otherwise credited. 

Feel free to contact David by email or through the website 

to report any nature observations at The Cape.  

capechatter.com 

Cape Chatter website … packed with natural goodness 

Just a reminder to everyone that there is loads of information beyond this blog on the Cape Chatter website. There is a vast 

amount of information about the local ecology, flora and landscapes along with pictures and descriptions of all the animals and 

birds observed with our area of observation (AO). The latest bird list can be found (currently 115 species) along with pictures 

and notes on all birds and where best to see them within the AO. The same for animals. Just use the top menu bar and drop 

down to sub-menus to find information. There are useful links on the side menu bar as well. Plus all copies of the Cape Chatter 

blog are archived  under Recent Posts.  I will be updating the website over coming weeks with new pictures and observation notes, 

so make use of it—it is a handy reference source. And remember to keep your observations coming—see below– either by 

email or through the comments section of the website or blog. The website and blog are for anyone—not just residents– so pass 

it on to anyone you think would be interested.  

https://capechatter.com

